
** What is the problem that Thotron is solving? 

Main Problem: When people discuss complex problems, they often 

encounter a lot of disagreement, and this leaves the participants with 

few solid conclusions about areas of consensus, and solutions that 

most people agree upon are easily missed. With the rise of online 

discussions on social media, this problem has been magnified.  

Examples: discussions about policies that could impact nationwide 

healthcare costs or quality, modifications to immigration laws or 

adding a phrase to a new constitution. 

Thotron addresses the following “Discussion Challenges”: 

-The challenge of managing a large number of participants: e.g. 

when facilitating a conference discussion for 400 people, time will 

only allow you interact with a handful of participants. On the average 

only 30% of students in classes actually participate. Less engagement 

leads to less learning (in classroom settings) and less achievement of 

goals (in professional settings).  

-The Information Challenge: 90 % of the world's data was produced 

in the past 2 years. Yet, because this data is not made available at the 

fingertips of people involved in discussions, it is not made use of. 

-The Challenge of Social clustering: When discussing contentious 

issues, people usually cluster into groups of like-minded people, 

isolated from people with opposing opinions, by choosing who they 

meet in person or on social media.i The results of this are exemplified 

in the “Colorado experiment,”  which only lasted for 15 min, and 

showed that “Liberal groups became even more liberal, and 

conservative groups became even more conservative”.ii  

Effects of the problem at a large scale: Disagreements have 

polarized whole countries, as you can see in the diagram opposite 

representing changes in the US population.iii An analysis of over 62 

million tweets/posts on twitter/facebook in Egypt also showed similar 

polarization effects of social media.iv  

** What is Thotron’s Solution? 

Thotron uses artificial intelligence to facilitate discussions, organizing the ideas expressed by people in discussions. 

When users type or record videos of thousands of causes to a problem, Thotron creates maps highlighting the most 

common ideas, by grouping statements according to their 

similarities, using AI. It represents idea relationships in maps, auto-

suggests causes and solutions to problems using AI and merges 

independently created maps. 

Map data can be displayed as documentary videos or navigated like a 

google map. 

Thotron implements anti-polarization strategies in discussions 

mediated by AI discussion facilitators, like anonymity and digital 

confirmation that participants have been equally informed about the 

details of opinions. These strategies are endorsed by extensive 

“Deliberation” literature, and proven effective by the "Deliberative 

Polling" experiment performed in many countries by Fishkin & 

Luskin.v Thus, at scale, Thotron is expected to decrease the amount 

of polarization worldwide. 



Thotron’s mission is to generate the largest collective thinking network on Earth, as a hybrid between the intelligence 

of machines and millions of humans. 

For example: When a health policy professor asks 100 students in his class to each write into Thotron, 5 causes of 

“inadequate access of poor citizens to health insurance”, thus generating 500 sentences, each placed inside a bubble. By 

comparing each cause to all other causes using artificial intelligence, a “similarity score” is assigned to each pair of 

causes according to how similar they are to each other in their meanings. Based on this analysis, instead of displaying 

500 sentence bubbles, the software displays a map with 30 groups of sentences, with each group having sentences 

expressing very similar ideas. Groups with more sentences, or with stronger academic evidence appear higher up in the 

map, and participants are allowed to rank these groups. When this same question is asked in 200 Universities, the maps 

generated will represent a summary of the opinions of everyone.  
 

** Thotron’s Competitive Advantage: 

Face to face discussions only allow a handful of participants. Online discussions have thousands of participants. 

Platforms include social media (e.g. facebook “comments”), Q/A platforms (e.g. Quora), debating software (e.g. 

Democracy OS), or discussion boards” of online course (e.g. Coursera). 

 

However, all these platforms present arguments in strings that are too long to read. “Upvoting” inside the strings, sorts 

ideas based on “likability” not intellectual connections. Users would waste hours to manually organize them. 

Meanwhile, polling software (e.g. Pollev) only allow users to vote on a closed-ended predetermined list of alternatives, 

which leashes their creativity. 

 

On the other hand, Thotron allows users to present open-ended responses with unlimited creativity, then organizes ideas 

into groups in maps, providing insights & integrating experiences of millions of experts, in seconds. When these maps 

can be used to create online courses, users learn from the world’s experts, not one university’s faculty.  Thotron presents 

the percent of experts who agreed upon certain ideas. Thotron thus combines the creativity advantage of qualitative 

collective thinking tools, with the analytical advantage of quantitative tools. 

 

“Word map generators” work by words-to-word literal-comparison , not sentences-to-sentence meaning-

comparison, and don’t map sentence relationships. 
 

Whereas “Kialo” is a specialized debating platform, that organizes ideas of debaters into a hierarchy of pros & cons, 

users need to spend hours to manually create relationships between ideas. In contrast, Thotron’s artificial intelligence 

automatically organizes thoughts. Unlike Thotron, “Kialo” doesn’t merge several maps that were independently created 

by different groups of users. Furthermore “Kialo” doesn’t clearly display cause/effect relations, and it is difficult to 

follow the logic when several arguments are built on each other in the Pros/Cons framework (E.g. is a pro of a con of a 

con of a pro, good or bad?). 

Thotron’s color coding clearly shows which ideas are pros or cons. 

** Target Customers, Financial Model & Business Model:  
Phase 1: Map creation/browsing is free to encourage quick 

building of maps by many users, but free maps have to be 

publicly viewable by any user. “Thotron reporters” draw maps 

by video-interviews with Harvard & MIT students and 

professors to create summaries of their courses. “Fear of 

missing out” pressures students to participate, to have their 

videos next to their colleagues in maps that summarize classes 

they attended together (maybe even viral marketing cycles 

initiated). B2C, 4$/user/month subscriptions for users who 

want to export maps to Powerpoint, pdf, image files and videos 

(including conversion of “trees” to bulleted lists)  

Phase 2: B2B, 3$/user/month: universities, online educators, companies & government bodies pay to embed “Thotron 

Discussion Boards” in their websites, allowing them to have private discussions & to autogenerate grades for users 

according to their level of participation. 

Phase 3: B2C, 20$/user/month for users to opt-in for educational credits: they pay to get certificates for joining online 

educational courses created from Thotron’s maps. 



Phase 4: Thotron integrated with social medial accounts, thus providing insights about posts & discussions (e.g. could 

suggest evidence supporting news, detect fake news, suggest causes and solutions to problems). It could also create 

maps from social media “comments”. Money is generated from user behavior data & Ads. 

Throughout all phases, all Thotron services will be offered for free to the 25% most economically deprived 

populations. The mechanism will be through accepting “financial need” applications from individuals, universities and 

small companies. 

 

** Market size:  

Phase 1: Market of “Concept mapping & Idea Management” software 

users: 1 Billion $ (formatting/exporting maps).  
Phase 2&3: Global Online Education: 245 Billion $ (Thotron Discussion 

Boards & Course Certificates).  
Phase 3&4: Idea management software: 853 Million $ (Thotron 

Discussion Rooms, corporate/gov). 

Phase 5: Social Media: 89.9  Billion $ (Ads/analytics) 

We estimated that the intersection of Thotron with these markets is worth 

46 Billion $ 

 

** Milestones & Acheivements:  

-- We produced a scientific paper analyzing Thotron in the light of deliberation literature under the 

supervision of Professor Mansbridge (the 2018 winner of the “Johan Skytte Prize in Political Science,” 

considered by many as the equivalent of a Nobel Prize in social/political science). She reviewed the paper and 

wrote ““… POLIS, Loomio, Democracy OS, and Liquid Feedback.  None of these is fully satisfactory… The 

concepts embedded in it [Thotron] incorporate the most original thought I have seen on the subject of 

deliberation in several years (excluding Michael Neblo’s work)”. 

-- >10 prototype iterations produced, with many responses to the the urgent needs of real users (e.g. drag 

and drop feature, translation to Arabic & Mexican languages). We are close to reaching our beta version of 

the MVP 

-- More than 200 people used our software and we had even more demos and discussions for the idea of 

Thotron, including:  

* 16 Harvard University Faculty members and many Harvard students/alumni. We focused on asking 

about “Throtronizing” of “Problems” that their courses address. 

* 64 individually participated in a 1 hour demo of the idea and/or prototype testing. Responses to the post-

discussion focus group discussion demonstrated that many of them would be willing to use Thotron’s 

platform once it is customized to their needs. 

 * > 100 participants in the “Teacher-Led Educational Development” conference organized by the CairoCam 

network (a network between teachers from Egypt and teachers from Cambrige, UK). They expressed interest 

in using the software in future online discussion sessions that they perform with teachers. 

* Harvard professors expressed their interest to try Thotron with their students (e.g. Professor Joseph 

Newhouse with Health Policy PhD candidates, Professor Richard Cavanagh in the microfinance class of his 

course. 

* Focus group discussions about "Bad Doctor Patient Communication" were performed with approx 50 

Egyptian doctors, including Cairo University professors and prominent medical consultants. 

* Dr Doaa Sobieh is using Thotron software in the Thesis of her Masters of Public Health (Ophthalmology 

Sub-specialty) from the University of London (2019-202). She is performing interviews with doctors about 

the causes of blindness using Thotron. 

* Thotron made a deal with  Jose Luis Gallegos, a Masters of Public Administration, Harvard University 2020 

graduate, to use Thotron in July 202 to facilitate civic-engagement encouragement discussions in Mexico 

with citizens, through his organization called "Accion Collectiva". 

* Innoventures chose Thotron as 1 of the 2 companies in all of "cycle 7" (that ended in December 2019), that 

would be offered 250 K EGP of funding (200 K cash, and 50 K in kind) in return for 5% of the company, 

using their standard agreement template. 

Thotron won the 1st place prize in Innoventure's start-up Nova competition. 
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